PROTON SYNCHROTRON COMMITTEE

Agenda for the sixth meeting on Monday, 9 May and Tuesday, 10 May 1977

OPEN SESSION on Monday, 9 May at 2.30 p.m. in the Main Auditorium

1. Introductory remarks by Prof. L. Van Hove.
2. Proposal for study of \( \bar{p} \) X-rays in isotopically pure targets by Basel-Karlsruhe-Stockholm (CERN/PSC/77-18/P6; PSC/77-19/S6).
3. Proposal to measure A and R parameters in the reaction \( \pi^+p \rightarrow K^+\Sigma^+ \) by Edinburgh-Rutherford-Westfield (CERN/PSC/77-23/P7; PSC/77-24/S7) presented by P. Litchfield.

CLOSED SESSION on Tuesday, 10 May at 2.30 p.m. in the EP Conference Room.

1. Status report by the PS Coordinator.
2. Discussion of proposals presented at the Open Session:
   a) A study of \( \bar{p} \) X-rays in isotopically pure targets (Basel-Karlsruhe-Stockholm) (PSC/77-18/P6).
   b) A measurement of A and R parameters in the reaction \( \pi^+p \rightarrow K^+\Sigma^+ \) (Edinburgh-Rutherford-Westfield) (PSC/77-23/P7).
3. Further discussion of the proposal to study strange dibaryon systems using HYBUC.
4. Review of status of 2m BC programme.
5. Status report on installation programme in the East Hall.
6. Papers received.
7. Other business.

M. Fidecaro